played to its full potential. Not hard enough? An additional 35 bunkers have also been added taking the course total to 62. The removal of 8,000 trees was critical in providing spectators a clear view of multiple holes, also allowing for tent pads to be extended and easily accessible. One of the biggest challenges during this renovation period was trying to maintain a Grade A golf course while under construction since there where so many other projects going on.

**Five of the holes have been totally redesigned...**

The 6th has been lengthened 80 yards, now measuring a whopping 500 yards and is the hardest hole on the course. Without doubt will become a key-hole this month.

The 7th is a definite risk and reward approach. Featuring a split fairway separated by a new water feature, this par-5, measuring 601 yards, is expected to become a focal point on the course.

Two par-3s have also been redesigned. The 8th has been extended 25 yards and has adopted an extremely challenging six tier green that allows for some interesting pin positions. Additionally, the 11th has been completely rebuilt during the renovation. The green has moved back approximately 30 yards and now sits on the edge of a hillside- left of the previous green.

A new waterfall has also been added to the signature 13th hole - a short par-4. This island green may be in reach as the PGA is now considering the words, but it was a turning point.

Constant changes were made throughout. The 11th green was rebuilt five times causing a new spin on the word persistence, which was followed by the “No Problems. Only Solutions” approach. Perhaps the tweaking got a bit out of control, one might say.

As a result the greens were turfed last November, meaning that we came through the winter and into the growing season with a lot of young grass, which in this climate has been a real challenge. Now aiming to get them to tournament specifications we still have a great deal to achieve.

The Ryder Cup is indeed bigger than big, so how do you prepare yourself for the biggest? Henry Ford once said, “Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.” This is the mindset that Superintendent, Mark Wilson, has adopted and implemented at Valhalla.

The golf course is split into six zones, each with three holes. A zone leader is appointed for each and is responsible for ensuring that every last detail is taken care of on every hole, including the other workers that help tend to that zone.

I was fortunate enough to become a zone leader this year. Although, this management style was new to me. I can now see the benefits of its use first hand. It allows individuals to develop their own skills and their own way of thinking. Essentially giving you your own small golf course where you manage projects, prioritise, and delegate day-to-day goals and tasks. I am enjoying this position as I have been able to accomplish a number of goals I set myself and improve the skills I wanted to. Now assessing and approaching my work differently I can feel a development within myself.

Here’s the secret plan! The golf course will be set up to reward the bigger hitters (apparently that’s the Americans). Azinger and Wilson have worked closely together insuring the most is made of the home course advantage. Intermediate cuts have been made wider in the landing areas so that the Americans can hit bigger and not get penalised for it. Potentially this means they would have shorter shots into the greens making it a birdie-fest. With long rough surrounding the greens, they are hoping to ruin the Europeans well rounded short game. Don’t worry guys this is all getting reported back to this year’s captain, Nick Faldo.

During the tournament the crew will temporarily employ 80 additional staff members to take the total to 120. A large percentage of them are former employees, although we do have a few guys coming over to help me out with some European support.

The demands of a tournament of this scale are a huge challenge for everyone involved and the pressure will be on this month. It will be a huge effort on everyone’s part. For me this has been as much a career challenge as a personal challenge. Dealing with the language barrier alone has been interesting. Nonetheless, I have found that the more I remove myself from my comfort zone the better I become. Being a part of this whole experience has really shown me how a passion for turf and a love for the game can bring people and nations together. Enjoy your Ryder Cup, I will.
NEW!

Dedicated Speed and Endurance
for broad spectrum disease control

- Contact and systemic turf fungicide
- Fast, long lasting and rainfast
- Controls anthracnose
- Use all year round, “whatever the weather”

Fusarium
Anthracnose
Dollar spot

Bayer Environmental Science

Always read the label: use pesticides safely. Dedicate® contains 200g/l (18.2% w/w) Tebuconazole and 100g/l (9.10% w/w) Trifloxystrobin (MAPP 13612). Dedicated is a registered trademark of Bayer. © Bayer Environmental Science 2007.
Although they may look reliable, sturdy and big enough to look after themselves, trees, like the rest of us, need a little tender loving care every once in while.

Pruning, fertilisation and pesticide spraying can form part of a maintenance programme that allows trees to reach their full potential on a golf course; however forward thinking when planting these beautiful wonders of nature can help to avoid future problems and the need for the complicated process of tree removal.

In special supplement dedicated to trees, Melissa Jones talks to a tree surgeon, we also hear from an arboriculturalist, and various course managers/head greenkeepers divulge the secrets of their tree maintenance programmes.
What exactly do you do, what is your job title?

“I’m a Senior Arborist for Leeds City Council. In order to obtain this position you have to be a qualified tree climber. We tend to work in a group consisting of a couple of Senior Arborists and two trainees. A lot of my work consists of looking after trees at the side of the road, in parks and near council houses.”

What kind of career opportunities does your job hold?

“Personally, I finished my degree in Business Management and started working for a civil engineering company. I saw a programme on the television about tree surgery and decided to do a basic qualification at Askham Bryan College to find out more about the subject.

“After discovering that tree surgery was for me, I enrolled on a 10 week short course at Merrist Wood College, which studied the practical aspects, such as pruning trees and how to work with dangerous trees, pest and diseases etc.

“The next step for me is the online course ‘Technicians Certificate’ I’m currently studying for through Myerscough College, this two part course run over a year, will enable me to become more office based and eventually take on a managerial role, surveying trees.

“Most people I have met in this field have degrees or diplomas in arboriculture or have started out in apprenticeships and worked themselves up the ranks, a lot of them started out as groundsmen.”

Why did you decide to go down the tree surgeon route?

“As I mentioned earlier, a programme on TV attracted me to this field of work. I’m very keen to run my own business and this career path will offer me this opportunity.”

What satisfaction do you get out of your job?

“You are able to see the ‘finished product’. This is how this ‘hands-on’ work differs from office work, in the office you cannot always see the goal but in this instance you can see the tree improving and growing and it’s quite exciting.”

What kind of health and safety measures do you need to have in place to undertake your work?

“Working for the council they are very keen on best practice. There are a lot of risk assessments and emergency scenarios to be completed and much of this is quite often common sense.

“As there are different roles within tree surgery, you need to be certified in each area that affects you. Health and safety measures are regulated and we have to complete a certificate through the National Proficiency Test Centre (NPTC).”

What kinds of diseases do you come across when looking after the trees?

“There are a 101 different diseases that trees can get. Trees react differently to different environments. Most of the trees I deal with are by the side of the road so have been stressed by cars bashing into them, dogs weeing on them, not getting enough light or water etc.

“Trees on a golf course will be different in this environment and different factors i.e. types of fertiliser, will affect and disease them, golf ball damage etc.”
ADVERTISING FEATURE

TREES AND SHRUBS FROM COLES NURSERIES

Supplying field-grown and container-grown plant material across the UK’s urban and commercial planting schemes is not simple - especially when your range is vast in both number and variety and your 190 hectares of production land is spread over seven sites.

From a central position in the East Midlands, Coles supply plant material in their own fleet of vehicles to specifiers of planting schemes across the UK. With over 100 staff, Coles are committed to promoting and nurturing from within, ensuring the family-run nursery thrives as a professional business. The team’s philosophy of Continuous Improvement ensures its’ status as one of the UK’s leading nursery stock growers, partnering a wide spectrum of customers in all fields of plant specification.

Why choose Bare-root Trees?
• They are available in many native species.
• They produce a strong root system and canopy growth if planted in its’ right season.
• They are less likely to sustain any root damage upon lifting than rootballed varieties, leaving a complete, intact root system.
• Lifting on the nursery is quicker and easier, reducing handling costs.

Why choose Container Trees?
• Coles have expanded their range of standard to heavy standard container trees, both in pots on the ground and ‘pot-in-pot’.
• The Pot-in-Pot system involves the potting and growing-on of a bare-root tree in a 70 litre container which is, in turn, placed into a sunken container in the ground. This reduces water usage, provided by a drip-irrigation system and provides a sound anchorage for the base of the tree. This prevents excessive wind-rock and physical damage.
• Container trees are available all-year-round, enabling the client to make a large tree statement or display at any time of the year.
• There is no damage upon lifting as the tree unit is self-contained.
• Larger trees are quicker to establish after transplanting.
• There is less chance of root-circling in the bag.
• There is no damage upon lifting as the tree unit is self-contained.

Why choose Superroot Fielders™?
• Also known as a ‘root control bag’ or ‘below-ground container’, a Superroot Fielders™ is a bag in which a tree is planted and it, in turn, is planted into the ground to grow until ready for lifting.
• Trees grown in these ‘bags’ have a more vigorous, radial root system every time.
• They are grown in native, mineral soil, eliminating the need to use peat.
• The constriction of the roots penetrating the bag creates energy-rich nodules of carbohydrates which are resistant to dehydration during transport and supply a burst of new root growth upon transplanting.
• There is less chance of root-circling in the bag.
• The planting season is extended as there is no root disturbance upon lifting.
• They widen the availability and successful transplant rates of those difficult-to-establish varieties.
• No special equipment is needed for lifting and transplanting.

To access the latest availability of all Coles Stock, you can visit www.colesnurseries.co.uk. You can also view lists by purpose, e.g. street trees, shrubs for wet conditions, hedging, climbers, ground cover etc., or request your own tailored stock list.

Supporting and Promoting our Partners in Horticulture
Coles actively support industry initiatives and are contributors in Council and committees within the Horticultural Trades Association (HTA) and are professional members of the British Association of Landscape Industries, the Institute of Parks and Green Space and the Arboricultural Association.

The NPS is now available online at www.gohelios.co.uk and a helpful database of the Top 100 Amenity Trees and Shrubs is also available at www.plantspec.info. Both are very useful tools to aid plant selection and all of Coles documentation and working practices are designed with the NPS at the forefront.

Looking forward
As part of a comprehensive programme of environmental and waste management, the 10 million gallon reservoir at the main container and field-grown tree unit is now fully established, rendering the site self-sufficient in water and repaying its’ initial investment in three years.

Production trials continue, assessing recycled green waste compost as a soil conditioner and structure improver. The use of wild flower seeds on rested land to enrich the soil in preparation for replanting is encouraged. Both practices reduce the need for the use of chemical treatments to limit pests and diseases.

The company have also introduced an Integrated Pest Management programme within the two propagation glasshouses and four growing-on areas. The basic premise is to ‘set a good bug to catch a bad bug’, thus further reducing reliance on chemicals.

The new Container Tree Unit is nearing completion, which will boost capacity to 40,000 (in 10 and 45 litre pots, up to 5m high) by the end of this season. The Pot-in-Pot container trees range continues to thrive, building on the range’s success and impact on the market for consistently high standard container-grown trees available throughout the year.

With refreshed beds and dispatch areas, renewed propagation facilities and the consolidation of tree planting on newly acquired fresh ground, the momentum continues this year at an award-winning company, proud of their commitment to customers, staff and the industry alike.
Trees now form an integral part of many British golf courses, though this was certainly not the case 100 years ago when trees were not considered to be relevant to golf whatsoever, as all of the better courses were links. However with the evolution of golf architects such as Colt had identified that the heathland ecosystem represented similar qualities to that of the links, low fertility, sandy free draining soil and fine grass.

Colt had an intense dislike to playing golf in the winter on muddy clay based courses with broadleaf grass and soon realised that the heathland of Surrey and Berkshire offered the opportunity for all year round golf and classic playing conditions similar to the links. Further the heathland was poor agriculturally therefore cheap to buy.

However heathland is a transitory ecosystem which will revert to woodland if left unmanaged, trees therefore became an issue and many people do not realise that heather is a woodland shrub which appears in gaps in the canopy. Therefore woodland management is needed if a heathland golf course is to remain intact.

The strategy of many of the traditional courses was to carry over a diagonal feature such as heather or a bund, however, a lot of older courses have been adversely affected by the encroachment of trees often forcing doglegs and removing the risk and reward from the shot. We should never forget that golf is played for fun and if this crucial element is lost then the popularity of the game will suffer and as finances get tighter this becomes even more pertinent.

The removal of trees in this situation is always politically sensitive as members think that it will make the hole easier, however, the carry often remains the same but becomes more appealing and tempts an adventurous shot; the one thing golfers have in common is that they think they are capable of shots that in truth they are not.

Trees bring out strong emotions in virtually everyone, many feel the removal of any tree should be punished by hanging however, there is a raised awareness that trees are only good if in the right place. My philosophy has always been that trees should form the framework in which the course is set but should have little relevance within the strategy of the course.

The doyen of strategic design Harry Colt stated:

‘Trees are a fluky and obnoxious form of hazard, but they afford rather good protection, and if a clump of these exists at such a spot it might well be considered justifiable to leave it standing.’

H.S.Colt, Some essays on golf course architecture, 1920.

His comments are due to the strong three dimensional hazard trees form, this negates the skill of the talented player as whatever handicap a player is to play a chip from behind a tree is the same for all.

Woodland naturally regenerates around the perimeters or within gaps in the canopy therefore any areas of rough will eventually turn to woodland, this succession can often be rapid and goes undetected by those who view it on a daily basis. This has resulted in many courses losing land to woodland. Oak is regarded by many as a slow growing tree however it can put on up to 4 feet of growth in one season (not only upwards but also sideways) therefore significant amount of space can be lost each year.
Most woodland on a golf course is restricted by mowing regimes thus removing a woodlands natural ability to regenerate, therefore if sustainable woodland is to be achieved then a management policy is required to ensure a mixed age structure is created. A mixed age structure guarantees that as one generation of trees reaches senescence another is ready to take its place thus providing continuity of the landscape and its wildlife habitat.

Man has managed the woodlands of Britain since 1100bc, in one form or another, depending on his needs and it is often not realised that the face of what is thought to be natural Britain is manmade. The original woodland of southern Britain was predominantly Lime woods but Rule Britannia would never have ruled the waves if her ships had been made from Lime!

The misguided belief that woodland will manage itself is a dangerous philosophy, as man always intervenes by mowing or building on the edges of woodlands in exactly the spot where the woodland needs to regenerate. Woodlands are mobile and will therefore steal every piece of land available to them a policy is therefore required in order to ensure the woodland remains where the landowner requires.

If an edge is managed through mowing then the trees on the edges will become heliotropic (one sided looking for the light) this means that the tree puts all its energy into growing on only one side. Growth is therefore rapid and encroachment can occur in a relatively short period. If this adjoins a tee or green then it can have a detrimental effect on the agronomics and strategy of a hole. Tees can effectively be reduced in size creating excessive wear as players naturally favour the unimpeded line of play, both tees and greens can suffer from heavy shade and competition from roots which stress the sward and predispose the playing surface to disease. Further in winter areas can remain frozen and out of play for longer than necessary periods.

Therefore on urban courses, where space is at a premium, it is essential to ensure that the woodland edge is managed to safeguard the golf course. On more established courses encroachment may occur to such a degree that all of the strategy is lost and only one option from the tee is possible, hit it down the middle or into the trees. To give an example at Coombe Hill; this made for difficult but dull golf however once the edges were relocated (10-15 metres being gained either side) the course was able to embark on a more strategic bunkering programme which resulted in the club receiving the Golf World Award for best Renovation of the year in 2004 something which would not have been possible if the woodland had remained unmanaged. Further the course probably gained 2-3ha of land which was previously unusable how much would it cost to buy that amount of land in Kingston?

Finchley undertook a similar programme of woodland management finishing in 2005 and causing much debate amongst members and a lot of political pressure was placed on the course manager Craig Newton and committee to stop the programme in the first year. However both stood firm and the doubters are now quiet as the benefits of the woodland programme are there to seen, and the quality of the course and its set up for enjoyable golf has improved to such a degree that on a recent visit Ken Brown was even tempted to dust off his clubs.

Craig Newton, Course Manager said: “Before we managed the woodland many greens were closed in the winter for long periods, however, since the work was completed we have played continually on the greens 12 months of the year. Disease is far less frequent than in the past when we would have had to spray for Fusarium 5/6 times a year, however with improved light and air we have reduced this to 1 or 2 applications per annum. The grass sward is now much stronger I now have the opportunity to keep the course in good condition for a much longer period. “The woodlands were previously full of bramble and scrub which led to slow play and lost balls but now they feature bluebells, foxgloves and wild garlic and the majority of the members now really appreciate the attractive woodland that has resulted from the work.”

Trees and woodlands offer many benefits they create important wildlife habitats for wonderful creatures such as woodpeckers and bats, they provide seclusion and protection and can act as attractive backdrops to golf holes. Sentinel oaks provide seclusion and protection and can act as attractive backdrops to golf holes. Sentinel oaks provide seclusion and protection and can act as attractive backdrops to golf holes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Describe your make-up of trees at your golf course?</th>
<th>How do you manage them?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walter Montross MG</td>
<td>Westwood Country Club, USA</td>
<td>Superintendent</td>
<td>50-50 hardwoods (primarily Oaks, Maples, Ash, etc) to softwoods (White Pines and Spruce). We are a parkland course just outside of Washington, DC. The course was over planted in the 1960’s and 70’s to provide screening and strategic alignment. Many of these trees are now overgrown and at the end of their normal life expectancy. Geographically the course is located in zone 7 or as we call it here, the transition zone. We have cold winters (not a lot of snow) and hot humid summers.</td>
<td>Yearly pruning, fertilisation and some select pesticide spraying. Removal when necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Gray</td>
<td>Pines Golf Centre, Scotland</td>
<td>Course Manager</td>
<td>A mix of new plantings which are indigenous to our area and older woodland which consists of some forestry commission conifers. We also have a natural regeneration of mixed woodland on an old sand quarry which is now a wetland. All plantings have taken into account the needs of birdlife, e.g. elderberry and rowan, and the red squirrels love the abundant Hazel trees.</td>
<td>Removal of lower branches on new plantations to facilitate mowing in playing areas and use of round up, and mulching at bases to avoid strimmer damage and aid growth rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Speight</td>
<td>Woodsome Hall, The North</td>
<td>Head Greenkeeper</td>
<td>We have a large mixture of both indigenous and non-indigenous trees. The higher percentage is Pine and Birch.</td>
<td>Annually, all trees on the course are thoroughly pruned, and all lower branches and suckers are removed. A spray of total weedkill is applied around the base to prevent any smaller trees being smothered and to stop the need for cutting machinery to get too close and colliding with and damaging the trunk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rob Rowson</td>
<td>Marriott Forest of Arden Hotel &amp; Country Club, Midlands</td>
<td>Course Manager</td>
<td>At the Forest of Arden the Golf Courses are mainly made up of: Common Oak (Quercus robur) and Silver Birch (Betula pendula), but does have some Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and Hazel (Corylus avellana).</td>
<td>Each year all the trees in the rough grass are pruned from the crown of the tree to allow light, but also allow the tree to grow to the correct shape. The big coppices or woodlands are managed on a yearly rotation, two to three areas are picked per year to thin out and remove any dead wood/broken limbs etc. All work is carried out between October and March.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Worster</td>
<td>Minchinhampton, South West</td>
<td>Course Manager</td>
<td>Both Minchinhampton Courses are on well-drained limestone brush with a high soil pH. In 1970, members planted thousands of Scots and Loblolly Pines (and Leyland Cypress) on our Avening Course, which were intended to act as nurse trees to Beech, Sycamore, Lime and Ash. To this end - the pines are now being thinned intensively. Our Cherington Course (1995), as the result of a Planning Condition has been planted with only indigenous deciduous trees and hedgegrow species. Ash, Beech, Rowan Sycamore, Hazel, Hawthorn and Blackthorn etc.</td>
<td>We have ongoing winter programmes of inspection, pruning, thinning and transplanting. We have very successfully transplanted huge numbers of 30 year old trees into more strategic positions using a JCB. The Greens Committee is very conscious of the need to constantly manage trees as an important part of the course for landscape purposes as well as strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Forrester</td>
<td>Essex Golf &amp; Country Club</td>
<td>Course Manager</td>
<td>On our course at Essex Golf &amp; Country Club, we have Oaks, Ash, Pine trees – a whole mixture.</td>
<td>The mature trees tend to look after themselves, whereas trees in the rough are limited up by ourselves to allow mowers to travel in and around them. Trees in the longer rough grow naturally and tend to be checked when we get the time, and dead wood etc is removed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## MAKE TIME FOR TREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you handle work in house or bring in a contractor?</th>
<th>Do you have a club policy/issue precluding non-indigenous trees on your golf course?</th>
<th>How do you convince members that tree removal is a positive exercise?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We use a tree company for large tree pruning, removal and stump grinding. We also contract out the spraying if it entails trees too large for our equipment.</td>
<td>Our policy is to keep the hardwood trees as healthy as possible (within economic reason) and let Mother Nature selectively remove the softwoods.</td>
<td>We have used arborists, the USGA and golf course architects to point out trees that need to be removed. In spite of all the expert testimony it is still a difficult process. We have a lot of tree huggers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All work is done in house, by both greenkeeping staff and members - one of whom works for the forestry commission and has helped enormously with all aspects of tree management.</td>
<td>No written policy, but as the wildlife aspect is very important to me I will always go down that route.</td>
<td>Fortunately I am in a position where I don’t have to convince members but my policy is not to remove unless there is a danger to golfers or the general public. Forward thinking when planting trees will avoid the need to trim or remove them in future because they have encroached on play lines or are causing shade problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are lucky enough to have four members of staff with chainsaw certificates, so the majority of tree felling and pruning is done by the team. We do use outside contractors for any jobs which require a climber.</td>
<td>There is no set policy precluding non-indigenous species. All tree selections are made by the Head Greenkeeper. Over the past years we have tried to steer more towards native species such as Ash, Maple, Lime and Beech, among others.</td>
<td>We have an excellent membership who are fully aware that all the work carried out is for the benefit of the course, so whether it be tree removal or new planting, the members see it as positive course management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the work out is handled in-house, unless one of the listed trees comes down, then Packington Estate, who own the land deal with the work.</td>
<td>All trees are checked and monitored by Packington estate, they deal with any issues and problem areas, these areas are then addressed by Packington or the Forest of Arden team.</td>
<td>There are a number of ways to show the members that the work you’re doing is positive by writing news letter explaining the pros for doing the work, such as increasing wild grasses, developing and improving weaker trees, increasing wildlife and finally tidying the area. Show members a before and after shot before the work is carried out during a power point presentation at the AGM and listen to their point of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We handle all work in-house. Utilising four trained greenstaff chainsaw operators, one of whom is licensed to climb trees, and a selection of chainsaws. We hire in a stump grinder at the end of the season, and are just about to purchase our own chipper. The trunks are sold for fuel to a member, who operates a “Carbon-Neutral” Guesthouse locally.</td>
<td>We have a “Tree Sub-Committee”. This is composed of an Arboricultural Expert, a Landscape Expert, the Course Manager, the Greenstaff Ecology Projects Coordinator, and a Chairman. The health of the trees together with strategy and landscape considerations is assessed, and the Course Architect is consulted on matters of strategy. Therefore the General Committee are able to present an informed case to the members.</td>
<td>The formation of the Tree Sub-Committee has helped immensely. Prior to that there was a significant reluctance on the part of the members to fell any trees, even the Leyland Cypress. Photographs of Leylandii removal have also demonstrated very clearly that this species is completely alien to the Cotswolds, and the landscape looks all the better for replacement with indigenous trees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We handle all our work in-house. As we are a young course, we don’t have any hundred year old Oak trees etc that need special care. If a job was too big and required a specialist, then we would bring one in.</td>
<td>We have no written policy.</td>
<td>I find that word of mouth usually works. We have a quarterly members newsletter and we write a course report explaining any work that is due to be done on the course. This is a good way of communicating with our members and explaining that the work is necessary for the health of the tree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here are just a few products on the market that help with the upkeep of trees...

**PRUNERS**

ECHO Power Pruners® provide fast, easy and safe pruning for hard-to-reach applications. Loaded with features like lightweight design, comfortable controls, adjustable oiler, and Intenz™ guide bars make the Power Pruner a versatile tool that delivers commercial-grade tree care.

**CHAİNSAWS**

Anyone using a chainsaw at work should have received adequate training in safe use. Poor operator training and lack of attention can lead to accidents. The right protective clothing must be worn in order to minimise risks.

College and online courses in chainsaw training and maintenance are also available.

A pole saw or power pruner are useful if there doesn’t happen to be a trained chainsaw operator on site as they offer less risk to the operator and the tree.

**USEFUL WEBSİTES**

- www.echo-tools.co.uk
- www.flymo.com
- www.diy.com
- www.powertooldirect.co.uk
- www.bellwoodtrees.com

The Nurseries Uppingham Road
Thurnby Leicester LE7 9QB
Tel: 0116 241 2115 Fax: 0116 243 2311
Email: info@colesnurseries.co.uk

www.colesnurseries.co.uk